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In the beginning God created ••• 

and man made little witty 

papers like this one, and 

so we begin our task.o, 
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Abstract ---
:he present study investigated the relationship between 

a subject's locus of control, knowledfe of psychological 

ethica.l research principles, and perceived ethicality of a psy

choloeical research proposal as influenced by an authority 

f'. ..... 1 . t l d t . d .1.h .1.h. 1 • t f _1gure. JU}Jec s were as rn I o JU ge 1., e e v .. 1c,L1 y o a 

research proposal, which half were led to believe had been 

previously deemed unethical by an authority figure. No mention 

was made of the authority figure ' s viewpoint to the other sub-

. t ~ ' f • d . th t th . b . 1 · t . · t . Jen s. ~ ,,~ maJor 1n . 1ng was a e var1a 1 1 y in Jr:8. 1ngs 

of ethicality of the researcr. proposal tended to diminish 

from the no mention to the rejection manipulation in those of 

all levels of knowledge of ethics and in those of relatively 

external locus of control , while· those of relatively internal 

TI~ 
~ 
~ -6 
fu ~

~ -
' Ii~ -(a 

I~~ 
locus of control showed virtually no change in the variability d~~ 

of their ratings of ethice.li ty between the no mention and re- 8) ~~/ 

jection categorie s] Some suggestions were made for future ~ 
research in this area . 



Locus of Control, Knowledge of 

Ethics, and Perceived Ethi

cality as Influenced by 

an Authority Figure 

In Stanly filgram•s dramatic res earch of 1963, 1 
it was 

found that many people blindly obeyed an authority firure 
~~;, 

when instructed to give harmful elect ric shock to others . 

This research team became interested i n the reasons for su c 1 

obedience to an authority figure, and relevence to such 

~ 

~ 
~~ I 

~-..\'~ 

obedience of subjects locus of contro l and h i s knowledge of ~u.: 

ethi cal pr i nciples . ~ __ . ",1/J.. . , :-ti ,, Th., .d o:. --,.,_, A·· t/4.J ~ ~ --
( ~(~ ~ ~ ~ - ~-J' ~ r -v 
Gh6sen . as subjects for the ::ese arch were a group of 

students from Loyola University in a psychological 1esearch 

methods ~lass. These students had recently studied the ethics 

of psychological research and had been exposed to the American 

Psychological Association's "Ethical principles in the conduct 

of research with human participants". 2 Their knowledge of 

these American Psychological Association guidelines was used 

to measure their knowledge of ethics in the field of psycho-

logical research. Another factor possibly involved in the ~ 

effect of an authority figure's ethical judgement would be ·\~ 

a subject•s locus of control, or whether he perceived himse1 V~~ 

as having more control over his own destiny, or having out-

side influences having more control over his own destiny. 
(N J) 

Bei n~ , investigated were the subjects• subjective (1-10) 

ratings of the ethicality of a somewhat dubious psychological 
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research proposal, as influenced by the knowledge of an 

authority figure's supposed previous rejection, as opposed to 

no mention of an authority figure ' s judgement of the ethicality 

of the research proposal. It was postulated that a subject ' s 

knowledge of ethics and locus of control would also be 

factors in determining that subject ' s subjective ratings of 

the ethicality of that research proposal. The researchers 

believed that those relatively low in their knowledge of ethics 

would be more affected (i . e . would rate the proposed research 

lower ~ubjectively in ethicality) by the authority figure ' s 

rejection of the research proposal, because they would have 

relatively less knowledg~ (of psychological research ethics) 

to base their decision on and therefore would be more apt to 

accept another ' s decision who was assumed to know more and 

be more experienced in the subject of psychological research 

ethics. Consequently a subject high in his knowledge of the 

principles concerning ethical research with human participants 

would be swayed less by knowledge of an authority figure ' s 

judgements since he would have more knowledge to base his own 

decision on , 

It was believed that those relatively3 external in their 

locus of control, because they are more influenced by sources 

outside of themselves, they would be more easily swayed in 

their subjective ratings of the ethicality of the research 

proposal . Consequently those relatively internal in their 

locus of control would be swayed less by the knowledge of 

an authority figure ' s judgement of the ethicality of the research 
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proposal. 

~ ~ aus e an authority figure would have more influ ence 

on those relatively external in their locus of control and 

those relatively low in their knowledge of ethics in psycho - 7~ 
logical research ) It was postulated that when these two f.,J ~ 
groups were informed of an authority figure's rejectio n of ~ 
a research proposal, there would be less within grou p var ia - ~. 

bility in their subsequent subjective ratings of the ethicality 

of that research proposal, since their scores would be 

"focused 11 by what the authority figure said, When no mention 

was made of the ai hority figure's judgement greater variance 

in the subjective ratings of ethicality were expected within 

the groups of relatively external locus of control. Because 

those relatively internal in their locus of control and rela-

tively high in their knowledge of psychological research ethics 

were postulated to be less affected hv the knowledge of an 

authority figure's judgement of the etnicality of a research 

proposal, thei~ subjective ratings of the ethicality of a 

research proposal would retain the same level of within group 

variability whether or not they were informed of the authority 

figure's judgemento 

Method 

Subjects 

Chosen as subjects for this research were college under

graduates enrolled in a psychological research clas~. All 

subjects had been previously exposed to the American Psycho-

logical Association's "Ethical Principles in the Gonduct of 
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Research with Human Participants". Included in this sample 

of forty4 were twenty males and twenty females. 

Materials 

Two handouts were distributed to the subjects. The first 

handout began with a cover sheet which asked the subject to 

read the following research proposal and then to subjectively 

evaluate the ethicality of the proposed research. Subjects 

were led to believe by the cover sheet that this data would 

be used in the review of this research by the ethics review 

board of another university. Half of the subjects were given 

cover sheets indicating that the following research proposal 

had previously been submitted to the ethics review board 

for approval and had been rejected by that board. In the 

cover sheets of the other twenty subjects no mention was 

made as to any previots decisions by the above board. (See 

appendix) Following the cover sheet was a research proposal 

which was to be evaluated by the subjects, It involved stress 

induced in human participants by a mild electrical shock (See 

appendix) •. Following the research proposal the subjects . 
were asked to subjectively rate it on a one (very unethical) 

to ten (very ethical) scaleo Also, subjects were asked if 

they were to agree (yes or no) to conduct this research o (See 

appendix) Next included was a self report locus of control 

evaluation (short version -- See appendix) . The final page 

of the first handout asked the subjects to list the "Ethical 

Principles in the Conduct of Research with Human Participants", 

prescribed by the American Psychological Association, in essay 
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form (See appendix). 

The second handout was an objective evaluation of the 

subject ' s knowledge of the ethical principles prescribed by 

the American Psychological Association, which included ten 

multiple choice and ten true and false questions (See appendix) . 

, )- - Procedure ____ _ 

~ _ ~h ~ - reac ~ r esearch was conducted during reg-

.~ ular class time . 1.2he in structor 6 informed the students that 

~ they were beinf asked t o help the psychological research 

ethics review board of another institution? to evaluate the 

research proposal contained in the first handout" The hand

outs were distributed without any of the subjects being 

informed of the conditions or true purpose of their evaluations. 

After all subjects had completed the first handout they were 

given the second handout to completee 

~~~ · _ _ _____ _____ P.esults and Discussion 

~'~ / Knowledre of th e ten ethical principles put forth by ?':',? the American Psychol ogical Association concerning psycho-

~ lo g ical research wit h human participants was determined in 

'· ~ two ways , 

' ~ 

~he first method was to subjectively rate the essay's 

of the subjects conc erning their knowledge of the above prin-

~· 

ciples , each princip le which the subject correctly expressed 

received a value of two points, thus making the total possible 

score twenty. (Pa rtial credit was given for partially cor-

rect answers.) The essays were scored by two judges and 

their judgements of individual essays showed a high degree 

of correlation. Scores on this subjective knowlede;e of ethics 
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ranged from 1-10 with ax of 5, 59. The second method useG to 

determine the subject ' s knowledge of ethics (of psychological 

research with human participants) was to give each subject 

one point for each correct response on the objective multiple 

choice, true-false questionaire . Scores on this objective 

rating ranged from 8-18 with a x of 14.17 . A high correlation 

was found between objective scores and doubled subjective 

scores. (r~=.8813, p~.01). Because of this high correlation 
Q 

the researchers chose to use the subjective analysis in any 

further statistical manipulation . 

On the locus of control questionaire scores ranged 

from 15-43 with a x of 27 , 45 . 

On the subjective rating (1-10) of the ethicality of the 

proposea research ratings ranged from 1-8 with a x of 4.32. 

Those subjects to which no mention was made of any juc.gements 

of the proposed research by the authority figure scored the 

research as having an average subjective rating of ethicality 

of x=4 . 55, while those who were informed of the previous 

rejection of the research proposal by the authority figure 

gave the research an average subjective rating of ethicality 

of x=4g05 . ~he variance of those subjective ratings of ethi

cality in the no mention category was s 2=4 . 99, while the 

· q ar iance between the subjective ratings of ethicality of those 

€ in the rejection manipulation was s 2=3o63. these variances 

;,,--,t~ not significant at N=40, k=2, p~. 05 , The above means show 

a s light overall effect of the independent variable on the 

subjective ratings of ethicality , in that, those in the group 
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that were told that an authority figure had previously 

rejected the proposed research tended to rate the researc h 

proposal slightly lower in ethicality than did those in t he 

no mention manipulation . 

Those subjects in the no mention manipulation who had 

a relatively high knosledge of ethics gave an average sub

jective rating of ethicality of x=4.4 with variability in 

these scores equal s 2=6,58 . Those in the rejection manipu

lation who had a relatively high knowledge of ethics gave an 

average rating of ethicality of x=4o82 with variability equal 

to s2=2o96 , Those in the no mention manipulation who had a 

HtrJx-(\(Jy/( r elatively low kmowledge of ethics gave an average rating 

.\T ~ of ethicality of ~=4.70 with variability equal to s 2=4.2J 0 

~!J~ / l astly , those in the rejection manipulation with v.elatively 

V ~Q 1ow knowledge of ethics gave an average rating of ethicality 

j! f-1" of X=),11 with variability equal to s 2=J , 11. While these 

~JJ/ t ariances in the sub·jective ratings of ethicali ty are not 
1 
~ s ignificant at N=40, k=4, and p~. 05, by a Fmax test these var

iances show a definite trend toward "focu s " by the rejection 

manipulation, In other words, when mention of an authority 

figure ' s rejection was made the ratings of ethicality of both 

the high knowledge and low knowledge groups tended to show 

less variability then when no mention was made of the author 

ity figure ' s judgement. ~his tends to indicate that a sub 

ject's knowledge of ethics is not a major factor in deter·mining 

whether or not that subject will be swayed in his thinking by 

what an authority figure says. Thus this data does not support 
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one of the hypothesis put forth by the researchers . 

Those in the no mention manipulation who had a relatively 

internal (low) locus of control gave an average rating of 

ethicality to the research proposal of ~=4.4 with a variability 

of s2=6.o4, while those in the rejection manipulation with a 

relatively internal locus of control gave the research pro

posal an average rating of ethicality of x=4 , 18 with a varia 

bility of s 2=6. 16. Subjects in the no mention manipulation 

who had a relatively external (high) locus of control gave 

an average uating of ethicality of x=4.70 with variability 

equal to s2=4.44, while those in the rejection manipulation 

with a relatively external locus of control gave an average 

rating of ethicality of x=3o89 with a variability in their 

scores of s 2=0 . 86 . These variabilitie s are sifn i f icant at 
~c~) 

N=40, k=4, and p~. 05 by an Fmax test . ~ -ti data s upports the 

research hypothesis that there would be no change in the var 

iability of those relatively internal but that those relatively 

external would tend to accept the judgements of the authority 

figure and thus be more "focused" -in their ratings, 

Also of interest is the fact that those relatively high 

in their knowledge of ethics and those relatively internal 

tended to give roughly the same mean subjective rating of the 

ethicality of the res~arch proposal, while those in the rela

tively low knowledge and relatively external locus of control 

showed a drop in their mean ratings of ethicality when going 

from the no mention to the rejection manipulation, This in.

dicate1;;:i that the avera.ge scores of those in the relatively 
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low knowledge of ethics and relatively external in their locus 

of control were more easily influenced by knowledge of an 

authority figure's judgement than were the means of those rel

atively high in knowledge of ethics and relatively internal 

in locus of control. ~hese trends tend to support the research 

hypothesis. 

No significant correlation was found between knowledge 

of ethics and locus of control, r=0,084~ Of those subjects 

who said that they would help conduct the research 9 were male 

and 4 we-re female, 7 were in the no mention and 6 were in the 

rejection category and the average subjective rating of the 

ethicality of the research proposal of those agreeing to help 

conduct the research was x=J.44. 

Suggestions for future research should be a.long the lines 

of larger and more representative sam}_)le sizes, Another sug

gestion concerns an acceptance manipulation included in the 

rejection and no mention manipulations. eo, knowledge of 

ethics could be b:r 02de;1.ed to incl ud0 1:no'.vledge of t~e 'i'en 

Commandments. ) o( f,-? p~'rr -~ ~ -(~ ~ -c/4.-16t 10 
~ "',t_j_~?, 

1
.,J 1,~ In conclusion, this research team has determined that 

~~ t~ e results may be generalized to a further understanding of 

a person ' s ethical behaviorg It seems that it is not so much 

wha.t a. person knows about the acceptable ethical standards of 

his day which determines the strength of his cognitions, but 

it is something deeper within him. - T1v µif _l/~ (( 



Footnotes 

1 Stanley 'ilgram, Behavioral study of obedience, 
Journal of Abnoma-1 and Social Psychology, 1963, 67, pp. 371-J?B. 

2 America:m Psychological Associatio n, "Ethical Principles 
in the Conduct of Research with Human Participants'', 1973~ 

J The term "relative" in this paper is used in the con
text of "relati-qe to the mean". 

4 One subject's data deleted due to incomplete datau 

5 This research proposal taken, with permission, from 
John Edwards, Ph.D. of Loyola University of Chicago, as used 
in "Factors Pffecting the Judged Value and Ethicality of 
Psychological ttesearch", a paper presented at the eighty-fifth 
annual convention of the American Psychological Association , 
San Francisco,- August, 1977, by John Edwards and Mark Greenv-J81 d 
of Loyola University of Chica~o. 

6 Kathy Carlson, Ph.D. and amateur thespian, Loyola 
University of Chicago, 

7 The ficticious Committee for the Advisability of Research 
Ethics (CARE) was used as the authority figure in this study. 
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CARE is interested in the consensual opinion of 

psychological research professionals concerning the 

ethicality of the following research proposal, for use in 

the decision as to whether the committee should grant 

its approval to this research. The following page con

tains a brief description of the research proposal, 

including its purpose and methods used. After reading 

the description you will be asked for you subjective 

evaluation of the ethicality of the proposed research. In 

addition, we ask that you fill out some other questionaires 

dealing with your psychological background, and your 

background as a researcher. Your assistance in this survey 

is greatly appreciated. 

Please return the completed evaluation to the CARE 

office before April 10. Thank you. 

FMi-.1/wgc 



CARE is interested in the consensual opinion of 

psychological research professionals concerning the 

ethicality of the following research proposal, for use 

in the decision as to whether the committee should grant 

its approval to this research, This research proposal 

has p1:eviov.sly been submitted one€ for approval and was 

rejected by the committee, It is now undergoing the 

committee's appeal process. The following page contains 

a brief description of the research proposal, including 

its purpose and methods used. After reading the descrip

tion you will be asked for your subjective evaluation 

of the ethicality of the proposed research. In addition, 

we ask~that you fill out some other questionaires dealing 

with your psychological background, and your background 

as a researcher. Your assistance in this survey is greatly 

appreciated. 

Please return the completed evaluation to the CARE 

office before April 10, Thank you. 

WGC/fmm 



Experiment: Group Identification and Stress Tolerance 

Purpose , Fro many years there had been some debate about differneces 
between various ethnic and religious groups in their ability to with
stand pain and suffering g One group of researchers believed that 
identificaltion with a group will lead a person to defend the group 
when its reputation: is being questioned - even at the cost of personal 
discomfort. These researchers predicted that a person would withstand 
more stress on behalf of a group with which he or she strongly identify 
than for a group with which they were not strongly identified . The 
following procedures were used to test this predictionv 

Method , In the first p. hase of the study, the research participants in
dicated hov strongly they identified with a number of groups to which 
they belonged such as their nationality, religion, age, and so on , 
Identification was measured in terms of how strongly committed they 
felt to the group, and how important it was for them to belong to it . 
On the basis of thse ratings, the participants were divided into two 
groups - those who strongly indentified with this label . All of 
the parti~ipants were Americabs, but some identified with their 
nationality more than others. 

In the second phase of the study, tolerance for stress was measured on 
two separate trials , Between the first and second trial the experimentet 
casually ~Am~rked to the research participant that the research so far 
was indicating that Americans could tolerate less discomfort than other 
national groups such as Russian . (It should be noted that in other 
conditions of the study using other research participants, a variety of 
other group labels were used such as religion, sex, age, and so on; 
In these conditions comparisons were made between people who felt 
either a high or low degree of identity with the group la.bel v The 
11American" condition is used here as an illustration of one of several 
group labels employed in the experiment . ) Again, it was predicted that 
peop1te who strongly identified with the group label (e . g ., "American") 
would show more tolerance for stress on the second trial than people 
who were not strongly identifed. 

The type of stress used in this experiment was very mild and harmless 
electrical stimulation . mhe measure of discomfort tolerance was the 
number of such stimulations the person was willing to receive on the 
first and second trials , Observations during the experiment and inter 
views after the experiment revealed that the intensity of the stimu
lation was not particularly unpleasant . However, it was assumed that 
the greater the number of stimulations a person was willing to receive 
on the second trial in comparison to the first one , the more stress 
tolerance the person was showing on behalf of the group . 



1) How ethical do you consider the above research proposal? 

very 
unethical 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

very 
ethical 

9 10 

2) Would you agree to helping conduct this research? 

yes no 



STATEMENTS strongly 
disagree 

1. There is some good in everybody. 1 

2. It is impossible for me to believe 
that chance or luck plays an important 1 
role in my lifeg 

J. With out the right breaks, one can 
not become an effective leader, 

4. Children get into trouble because 
their parents punish them too much. 

5. · ihen I make plans, I am almost 
certain that I can make them work. 

6, As far as world affairs are con
cerned, most of us are the victims 
of forces we can neither understand, 
nor control. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7, There is a direct connection be- 1 
tween ho~ hard I study and the grades 
I get, 

8, Team sports are an excellent way 1 
to build character, 

9, Who gets to be the boss often 
depends on who was lucky enough to 1 
be in the right place first, 

10, I'1ost people don't realize the 
extent to which their lives are con- 1 
trolled by accidental happenings, 

i1. Capable people who fail to become 
leaders have not taken advantage of 1 
their opportunities, 

12, One should always be willing to 1 
admit mistakes, 

13. It is hard to know whether or not 1 
a person really likes youo 

14. Heredity plays the major role in 1 
determining one's personality. 

1.5, Fany times I feel that I have 
little influence over the things that 1 
happen to me, 

16. By taking an active part in. -political 
and social affairs, the people can 
control world events. 1 

2 3 

2 .3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 J 

2 3 

2 J 

2 3 

2 J 

2 3 

2 J 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 J 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

strongly 
agree 

5 

.5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

.5 



\ hat are the "Ethical Principles in the Conduct of 
esearch with Human Participants" prescribed by the 

American Psychological Association? (Please write your 
answer, preferably in essay form, in the s.pace below. If 
necessary use the back of this page.) 



1, To the extent that the researchers appraisal of his research 
suggests any deviation from Ethical Principle, the investigator 
should: 

a) discontinue the research 
b) seek ethical advise 
c) observe more stringent safeguards to protect the rights 

of participants 
d) continue to research with careful attention to debriefing 
e) B & C 
f) C, & D 

2. llhich of the following are not responsible for the establish
ment and maintainence of acceptable ethical practice when conduct
ing research? 

a) collaborators 
b) assistants 
c) researcher 
d) none of the above 

J. Ethical practice requires the investigator to: 
a) inforri +he participant of all features of the research 

that reasonably might be expected to influence willingness 
to participate. 

b) explain all aspects of the research before the participants 
involveme'rit. 

c) explain all aspects of the research about which the partici
pants inquire. 

d) A & C 
e) B & C 

4. When using concealment the investigator is not responsible for: 
a) insuring the participant's understanding of the reasons 

for this action beforehand. 
b) insuring the participant's understanding of ±he reasons 

for this action afterwardso 
c) restoring the quality of the participant's relationship 

with the investigator, 
d) A & C 

5, ·,!hich of the following statements is (are) true? 
a) Ethical practice requires the investigator to respect the 

individualis freedom to decline to participate in research 
or to discontinue at any time. 

'h) The decision to limit the participant's freedom to decline 
to participate, increase the investigator's responsibility 
to protect the participant's dignity. 

c) Participants often have no freedom to decline unless told 
so by the investigator, 

d) A & B 
e) B & C 



6. Ethicality acceptable research begins withk 
a) ~he establishment of a clear and fair agreement between 

the investigator and the research participant. 
b) A classification of the responsibilities of both the 

investigator and the research participant. 
c) ~he participant being assured that no deception will be 

employed in the research procedure. 
d) A & B 
e) All of the above 

?. The ethical investigator protects participants from: 
a) physical discomfort 
b) mental discomfort 
c) danger 
d) A & C 
e) All of the above 

8. After the a~+~ are collected, ethical practice requires the 
investigator to: 

a) provide the participants with a full clarification of the 
nature of the study, 

b) remove any misconceptions that may have arisen. 
c) Both of the above 
d) None of the above 

9. \'!here research procedures may result in undesireable conse
quences for the participant, the investigate had the responsibility 
to: 

a) screen out those subjects with a predisposition towards 
such consequences beforehand. 

b) detect and remove or correct these consequences. 
c) Both of the above 
d) None of the above 

10. '.'hen the possibility exists that others may obtain access to 
information obtained about the research participants during the 
course of an investigation, ethical research practice requires 
that: 

a) this possibility be explained to the participants, 
b) plans for protecting confidentiality be explained to the 

participant. 
c) informed consent of the participant be obtained, 
d) A & C 
e) All of the above 

11. In planning a study, the investigator is responsible for 
submitting his research proposal to his institutions ethics 
review procedure for evaluation of ethical acceptability. 

a) ~Crue 
b) False 



12, Once the procedure of the resee.rch is underwei.y the investigator• B 

ethical concerns pass fully to those assistants conducting the 
research, 

a) ~rue 
b) False 

13. _7 ailure to make a full disclosure of all aspects of the research 
project gives added emphasis to the investigator's responsibility 
to protest the welfare and dignity of the research participant. 

a) .'rue 
b) False 

14·, Openness and honesty are not essential characteristics be
tween investigator and research particii:,ants, 

a) True· 
b) False 

15, ~he participant had no liberties once he has been fully informed 
and had cigreed to participate in a research project. 

e.) ?rue 
b) H'alse 

16. ?he ethical investigator had the obligation to honor all 
promises e.nd cor:uni tments included in the agreement ma.de between 
the investigator and the research participants at the start of the 
procedure, 

a) '.::1rue 
b) False 

17, A research procedure may not be used if it is likely to 
cause serious and lasting harm to participants, 

a) 11:rue 
b) False 

18. Sometimes the investigator is justified in delaying or with
holdin~ information, :re then acquires a special responsibility 
.to a.ssume that there are no damaging consequences for the partici
pant. 

a) n,rue 
b) False 

19. ~~he researcher never had any responsibility for the subject 
after the subject is through participating. 

a) True 
b) False 

20. Confidentiality of information obtained about the research 
partici~ants may be breeched only after approved by the researcher's 
ethics review procedure. 

a) rnrue 
b) False 
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